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As with every month, we are cover what's new with Mis-
fit Studios, this month’s new products, and details on our 
October 2017 promotion. Read on for details!

What's Going On 
with Misfit Studios

We pushed out a number of stock art pieces, plus some 
new creatures for Savage Worlds as part of an introduc-
tion to fairykind. Other than that, it was a pretty slow week 
thanks to demands elsewhere. Work still progresses on 
other projects, including the Savage Worlds martial arts 
supplement.

Misfit Studios in Print

Misfit Studios offers a variety of top quality print prod-
ucts through Lulu. You can also download our most recent 
catalog of print products here.

Newsletter
You may have received this newsletter 
because you have set your OneBookShelf 
account settings to allow emails from pub-
lishers. If you do not wish to do so, you must 
change this setting in your account.

Misfit Studios' New 
Releases -- Game Products

Here is what Misfit Studios released in September of 
2017.

http://www.misfit-studios.com
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Misfit-Studios/41768560942
https://twitter.com/StevenTrustrum
https://plus.google.com/communities/117116792335504371373
http://www.lulu.com/spotlight/misfitstudios
http://www.misfit-studios.com/downloads/Misfit-Studios-Print-Catalog.pdf
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Eric Lofgren Presents: Demon Power

Stock #: MIS9391

This stock art image by Eric Lofgren shows some strange form of Demon Power at 
work. Is the demon guardian the arcane stones? Does it draw power from them?

This color purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi. Dimensions 
are 8 x 6.3 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

Christina Stiles Presents:  
Confident Noblewoman by Jacob Blackmon

Stock #: MIS9392

This image by Jacob Blackmon is released under the Christina Stiles Presents line 
of stock art. It depicts a beautiful, Confident Noblewoman standing tall with a com-
manding presence.

This purchase includes both a color and black and white version of the image. Both 
are in TIF format (with transparency) at 300 dpi. Dimensions are 5 x 6.5 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

.Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

Monster Brief: Fay Primer

Stock #: MIS7065

We bring you an introduction for fairy-kind for your Savage Worlds game with 
Monster Brief: Fay Primer. In this product you will find:

• An introduction to the fay homeland, their hierarchy, and some of their customs.

• The Bogle is a mischievous fairy that will give you a hard time if you don’t treat 
them well.

• The Changeling is a swapped for mortal children to propagate the fay race.

• The Dryad is a shy fairy who cares for woodlands, but can be dangerous if she or 
her forest are threatened

• The Regal Fay may appear like a short elf, but they sit atop the fay hierarchy by fill-
ing most of the nobility

Both a color and print-friendly version of the product are included

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

http://www.rpgnow.com/product/221164?affiliate_id=34429&src=October2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/221129?affiliate_id=34429&src=October2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/221286?affiliate_id=34429&src=October2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/221129?affiliate_id=34429&src=October2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/221164?affiliate_id=34429&src=October2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/221286?affiliate_id=34429&src=October2017OBSNewsletterPDF
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Earl Geier Presents: Pain Demoness 

Stock #: MIS9393

This stock art piece from Earl Geier depicts a Pain Demoness rising, arms spread 
and inviting. Is she flying? Is her embrace prepared for combat or perhaps torture? Is 
she some form of alien rather than a true demon?

The image is 8.5 x 10.5” in dimension.

This purchase includes a JPG and a TIFF version at 300 dpi, along with an EPS vec-
tor version.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF) 

Eric Lofgren Presents: Psychic Warrior

Stock #: MIS9394

This stock art image by Eric Lofgren depicts a green skinned Psychic Warrior wield-
ing a blade of pure psychic energy with menacing purpose. Or is it magic in nature? 
And is the warrior an alien of some kind?

This color purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi. Dimen-
sions are 4 x 6 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

.Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

Click on the above advertisement to go directly to our print storefront

http://www.lulu.com/spotlight/misfitstudios
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/221373?affiliate_id=34429&src=October2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/221603?affiliate_id=34429&src=October2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/221373?affiliate_id=34429&src=October2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/221603?affiliate_id=34429&src=October2017OBSNewsletterPDF
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Christina stiles Presents: Grim Drinker 
by Jacob Blackmon

Stock #: MIS9395

This image by Jacob Blackmon is released under the Christina Stiles Presents line of 
stock art. It depicts a Grim Drinker sitting by himself at a table with a tankard at hand. 
Is this some brave adventurer contemplating the horrors he’s seen? Is he trying to drink 
away his personal demons? Or is he a stone-cold killer contemplating his next victim?

This purchase includes both a color and black and white version of the image. Both 
are in TIF format (with transparency) at 300 dpi. Dimensions are 5 x 6.5 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

Misfit Marketing Methods Episode 2 
 -- Social Media Basics

Stock #: MIS9396

In his Facebook Live series, Misfit Marketing Methods, Steven Trustrum explores 
marketing techniques, including the methods, strategies, tactics, and tools of content 
marketing. Although generally applicable to any business, he does so with a focus on 
the context and perspective of small press and gaming publishers.

The series is intended to provide a starting point and on-going assistance to creative 
people and entrepreneurs who may be putting out quality product but don’t have the 
experience or education to reach their marketing potential without some help.

In Episode 2, Social Media Basics, Steven dives into the effective use of social media 
as a marketing tool by discussing:

• Understanding and planning which social media platforms will work best for you

• How to use social media to serve marketing goals

• The mysteries and usefulness of hashtags

• Why shares and retweets are more valuable than likes

•  Social media tactics, tricks, and cheats

• ... and more

Steven Trustrum is a self-taught marketing professional. He spent over a decade working in the market 
research sector in various roles, has been a marketing writer, and currently works as the content manager for a 
major Canadian not-for-profit.

For the sake of accessibility, the original video have been extracted to audio format (MP3) and presented 
here. The videos may be viewed from the Misfit Studios Facebook page or Youtube channel.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

http://www.rpgnow.com/product/221682?affiliate_id=34429&src=October2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/221867?affiliate_id=34429&src=October2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/221682?affiliate_id=34429&src=October2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/221867?affiliate_id=34429&src=October2017OBSNewsletterPDF
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Earl Geier Presents: Horned Behemoth

Stock #: MIS9397

This stock art piece from Earl Geier depicts a two-legged Horned Behemoth that 
still manages to look incredibly dangerous despite the lack of arms. What manner of 
creature is it, and who would dare get it riled up after seeing how massive those sharp 
horns are?

The image is 6 x 6.5” in dimension.

This purchase includes a JPG and a TIFF version at 300 dpi, along with an EPS vec-
tor version.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

Eric Lofgren Presents: Forest Demon

Stock #: MIS9398

This stock art image by Eric Lofgren depicts a Forest Demon attired in woodland 
greens and browns and wielding a wildly shaped staff of power. Is this truly a demon 
or some other sort of creature? Regardless, what are its intentions?

This color purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi. Dimen-
sions are 4 x 6 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

.Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

Christina stiles Presents: Bold Matron 
by Jacob Blackmon

Stock #: MIS9399

This image by Jacob Blackmon is released under the Christina Stiles Presents line of 
stock art. It depicts a stern, yet warming Bold Matron standing firm in defiance -- or frus-
tration. This woman is comfortable with command, but who does she lead?

This purchase includes both a color and black and white version of the image. Both 
are in TIF format (with transparency) at 300 dpi. Dimensions are 5 x 7 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

http://www.rpgnow.com/product/222086?affiliate_id=34429&src=October2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/222772?affiliate_id=34429&src=October2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/222775?affiliate_id=34429&src=October2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/222086?affiliate_id=34429&src=October2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/222772?affiliate_id=34429&src=October2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/222775?affiliate_id=34429&src=October2017OBSNewsletterPDF
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Earl Geier Presents: Charging Terror 

Stock #: MIS9400

This stock art piece from Earl Geier depicts the Charging Terror running towards 
something, small tentacles flaying and fanged maw open wide, ready to bite.

The image is 8.5 x 11” in dimension.

This purchase includes a JPG and a TIFF version at 300 dpi, along with an EPS vec-
tor version.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

Promotions

Want to try out the Misfit Studios super-hero line up for Savage Worlds with no 
risk? Download Villains Abound: The Termite for free. Get It Now.

Alternate Newsletter Access

Visit the Freebies section of our website to access previous newsletter PDFs.

Keep current with what's going on by visiting the Misfit Studios homepage.

http://www.rpgnow.com/product/222777?affiliate_id=34429&src=October2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/browse.php?discount=96d84dcfec&affiliate_id=34429&src=September2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/222777?affiliate_id=34429&src=October2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/browse.php?discount=96d84dcfec&affiliate_id=34429&src=September2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/browse.php?discount=96d84dcfec&affiliate_id=34429&src=September2017OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.misfit-studios.com/downloads-freebies/
http://www.misfit-studios.com

